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Abstract—Wireless on-chip processing at millimeter waves
still lacks key functions: quadrature generation enabling direct
conversion architectures and simplifying phased-array systems,
frequency division with an operating range wide enough to com-
pensate spreads due to component variations. This paper addresses
the implementation of these functions, introducing new circuit
solutions. The quadrature voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
relies on a ring of two tuned VCOs, where the oscillation frequency
depends on inter-stage passive components only, demonstrating
low noise and accurate quadrature phases. Prototypes, realized in
65-nm CMOS, show 56–60.4-GHz tunable oscillation frequency,
phase noise better than 95 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset in the tuning
range, 1.5 maximum phase error while consuming 22 mA from a
1-V supply. The frequency divider is based on clocked differential
amplifiers, working as dynamic CML latches, achieving high
speed and low power simultaneously. A divider by 4 realized in
65-nm CMOS occupies 15 m 30 m, features an operating
frequency programmable from 20 to 70 GHz in nine bands and
consumes 6.5 mW.

Index Terms—CMOS, direct conversion, frequency divider,
low- transformer, low phase noise, millimeter wave, quadrature
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

I. INTRODUCTION

M ILLIMETER-WAVE (mm-wave) IC signal processing,
traditionally out of CMOS reach, has been recently

made possible in scaled nodes, opening up to new consumer
applications. Transceivers have been designed circumventing
peculiar problems such as generation of spectrally pure ref-
erences with quadrature phases at received frequency, by
selecting heterodyne architectures [1]–[8]. Nonetheless, the
IF stage itself is challenging due to wideband requirements,
complicates signal routing within the IC, and is responsible
for a significant power and area consumption. Low-noise
quadrature generators at mm waves would not only enable
direct conversion transceivers, but also realize phase rotator
drivers in phased-array systems [1]. This work addresses the
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design of quadrature voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) and
prescalers, the two most critical blocks of a mm-wave PLL,
introducing new circuit solutions.

Single-phase VCOs followed by transmission lines or hybrids
are suited for quadrature signal generation at high frequency
[1], [9]. The drawback is a relatively large power consumed by
the buffers interfacing VCOs to distributed passive components.
We have thus investigated alternatives limiting power consump-
tion. Conventional cross-coupled LC VCOs constitute the most
suitable topology borrowed by RF solutions [10], but the os-
cillation frequency dependence on the biasing current makes it
susceptible to phase noise, close-in, in particular [11]. On the
contrary, the proposed solution relies on a ring of two tuned
VCOs, where the oscillation frequency depends on inter-stage
passive components only, demonstrating low noise and accurate
quadrature phases. Prototypes, realized in 65-nm CMOS, show
56–60.4-GHz tunable oscillation frequency, phase noise better
than 95 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset in the tuning range, 1.5 max-
imum phase error while consuming 22 mA from 1-V supply.

Frequency dividers for PLLs, based on traditional static
CML latches, work over a wide band, but power dissipation
at mm waves is extremely large. Injection-locked LC dividers
save power dissipation, but have limited tunability and occupy a
large silicon area [12]–[15]. Dividers based on injection-locked
ring oscillators are compact, low power, and can be tuned over
a wide frequency range. Many CMOS realizations have been
proposed with an operating frequency up to 20 GHz [16]–[18].
Few realizations have been reported working at mm wave [19],
[20], but the frequency locking range is extremely narrow (less
than 4%) mandating fine and frequent calibrations. Clocked
differential amplifiers, working as dynamic CML latches, are
introduced in this work to realize high-speed and low-power
mm-wave dividers. A divider by 4 realized in 65-nm CMOS
occupies 15 m 30 m, features an operating frequency
programmable from 20 to 70 GHz in nine bands and consumes

6.5 mW. It is worth noticing that the complete PLL, based
on the blocks presented in this work, has not yet been realized
so experiments are carried out on the two separate blocks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the idea
behind the proposed quadrature VCO, a detailed analysis of
phase noise and phase error, inspects circuit design and imple-
mentations, and presents experiments. Section III is dedicated
to the divider, based on clocked differential amplifiers. The
working principle, design, implementation, and experiments
carried out on realized prototypes are the focus of the section.
Conclusions follow in Section IV.

0018-9200/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-coupled LC VCO schematic. (b) Phasor diagram.

II. QUADRATURE VCO BASED ON MAGNETICALLY

COUPLED RESONATORS

Double-frequency oscillators followed by dividers by two
represent a common technique for quadrature generation at
RF, though disregarded at mm waves where quality of pas-
sives degrades with increasing frequency. Coupled LC VCOs
are an attractive alternative, though suffering from tradeoffs
that limit their performances. The mechanisms responsible
for phase-noise degradation can be revised based on Fig. 1,
where the circuit schematic is reported together with the
phasor diagram of tank voltage and current. The current
adds up and , phase shifted by 90 between each other,
so that a phase difference between tank current and
voltage is determined. The LC tank works off-resonance,
making the oscillator more susceptible to device noise. From
Fig. 1(b), . Since the phase response
of an LC resonator can be approximated, around resonance
frequency , as ,
where and is the tank quality factor, the
oscillation frequency can be expressed as [21]

(1)

Equation (1) reveals that amplitude noise in currents and
directly translates into phase noise, in contrast with mech-

anisms of classical single phase VCOs. This explains the gap
in the phase-noise figure of merit (FOM) of single-phase VCOs
and transistor coupled quadrature VCOs. Moreover, implemen-
tations at mm waves use core devices of small dimensions and

phase-noise corners are encountered at several megahertz
[10], [19], too high for the applications of interest.

Fig. 2. Ring of two magnetically coupled VCOs.

Directly transforming device noise into phase noise is
avoided provided the oscillators’ passive components entirely
realize the ring phase shift to sustain oscillation, in such a way
the frequency depends on passive component values only. This
happens in the two-stage ring VCO of Fig. 2. Each stage is
made of a gain block and a reactive load coupled to the
cascaded stage. To gain insight, let us characterize the two-ports
passive inter-stage network by the admittance matrix seen
by the driving source

(2)

By inspection, assuming for simplicity , the
following expressions are derived:

(3)

(4)

(5)

From the admittance matrix, the expression for the tran-
simpedance for is shown in (6) at the bottom of this
page. The real part of reduces to zero at resonance, i.e.,
the phase shift between the input current and the output voltage
is , and the resonance frequency of each inter-stage
network of Fig. 2 is given by

(7)

(6)
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Fig. 3. Transimpedance phase and magnitude for magnetically coupled res-
onator versus frequency for different � values.

Provided the loop gain is greater than 1, the ring oscillates at
, which depends on the LC product, as in any LC oscillator

and on the coupling coefficient , but it is independent of noisy
standing variables.

The amplitude at is derived from (6) and (7) providing
, where

. To gain insight, Fig. 3 shows magnitude
and phase of versus frequency for different values,
with a of 5. The resonance frequency is set to 60 GHz for

, and varies according to (7). The transimpedance
magnitude has a maximum at for (i.e., ),
in agreement with . Moreover, influences the
phase variation versus frequency at resonance in a monotonic
fashion, i.e., the lower , the higher the phase variation. A large
impedance amplitude together with a steep phase variation are
desirable for the ring VCO to minimize phase noise and power
consumption. In the next paragraph, a detailed analysis of phase
noise is carried out in order to determine the optimum design
parameters for the implementation of the proposed QVCO.

A. Phase Noise

We use a time-variant approach, based on the impulse sensi-
tivity function (ISF) of the oscillator [22], [23], which demon-
strates accurate results. In particular, in harmonic oscillators, the
phase noise at an offset frequency from the carrier

can be expressed as [22], [24], [25]

(8)

with being the 0-peak oscillation amplitude across the
resonator, the tank capacitance, and the effective noise
given by

(9)

where is the oscillation period, is the white noise
power spectral density (either stationary or cyclo-stationary) in
the current produced by the th device, and is the corre-
sponding ISF.

for each noise source is calculated in Appendix A and
the total effective noise , for , is derived
as follows:

(10)

where is the Boltzmann’s constant, is the absolute tem-
perature, and is the MOS channel noise factor.

Observing that , from
(2)–(5), , and (8) can be rewritten
as

(11)

We have compared (11) and the results of the simulation of
the QVCO of Fig. 2, where cells have been implemented
by means of fully differential pairs, assuming 22-mA current
consumption and a quality factor of 5 for each LC tank.
In Fig. 4, phase noise at 10-MHz offset from a 60-GHz car-
rier is plotted versus . The dashed line represents the theoret-
ical values, while the continuous gray curve has been plotted
when ideal transistors models1 are adopted in simulation. A very
good agreement is evident. The continuous black line shows the
case of real transistors demonstrating a maximum difference of
less than 1 dB. Although rather flat, phase noise shows a min-
imum for , different from the value for maximum
transimpedance magnitude, i.e., . Intuitively, when de-
creasing from maximum transimpedance magnitude deter-
mines a slow magnitude reduction, but phase variation becomes
steeper and steeper improving phase noise. Instead, when ap-
proaches zero, the magnitude drops quickly and the phase noise
gets worse despite the increased phase slope.

When introducing the idea of a generator where reactive com-
ponents only determine the oscillation frequency, we argued this
should provide a significant advantage in phase noise, in
particular, getting rid of a direct transform of noise into phase
noise typical of transistor coupled oscillators. In order to prove it
and also establish a quantitative comparison, we have simulated
a ring oscillator based on passive coupling and a QVCO where
transistors feed the other oscillator [see Fig. 1(a)]. Fig. 5 shows

1Ideal transistor means that the devices never leave the saturation region, their
output resistance is infinite, they add no parasitic capacitance, and produce a
noisy output current with spectral density equal to �� ��� , where � is 1.2.
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Fig. 4. Phase noise: comparison between theory (dashed line) and simulations
for ideal transistor (continuous gray line) and for real transistor (continuous
black line).

Fig. 5. Simulated phase noise for 60-GHz tones generated by quadrature os-
cillators based on active coupling (black line) and passive coupling (grey line).

the results when both oscillate at 60 GHz, draw the same current
of 22 mA, have the same quality factor for each LC tank of 5,
and have been sized to provide comparable I&Q error of 2 .
No varactors have been included in order to avoid phase
noise due to AM to PM conversion. The proposed topology, in-
troduced and discussed in this paper, shows a significant im-
provement. In particular, the noise corner is moved down-
wards of almost two decades, from 10 MHz to 20 kHz.

B. Phase Error

Assuming the ideal case where components in the ring are
perfectly matched leads to the conclusion that the ring produces
outputs with a phase difference of exactly 90 , both selecting
the inputs or the outputs of the coupled resonators. This is
not true anymore once we consider components that, though
being nominally identical, actually have values mismatches,
determining phase errors from quadrature, which furthermore
depend on the selected outputs. In fact, if quadrature signals are
taken at resonators’ outputs, the phase error due to mismatches
involves the phase response of only, whereas at resonators’
inputs, both the phase of and concur. The details of
the analysis to quantify errors in the two cases are discussed in
Appendix B, deriving the following expressions for quadrature

Fig. 6. Phase error at the input� (dashed lines) and at the output�
(continuous lines) of the coupled resonators: comparison between theory (black
lines) and simulations (grey lines).

errors when VCOs signals are probed at coupled resonators
outputs and inputs , respectively,

(12)

(13)

where represents the percentage deviation from the nominal
resonance frequency due to component mismatches. Fig. 6
compares (12) and (13) with simulations where a resonator
of 5 and a 1% mismatch between inductors have
been assumed. An excellent agreement between theory and sim-
ulation is evident. decreases as increases. This is in-
tuitive because the resonator’s phase slope reduces decreasing

, as shown in Fig. 3. instead presents an opposite trend.
Referring to Fig. 7, where the phase response of for a of
5 is plotted, we can observe that the phase is flat near the reso-
nance frequency for (i.e., ). As a consequence,
the contribution to phase error is null, and as demonstrated
in Appendix B, the I&Q accuracy at the input and at the output
of coupled resonators is the same. When is less than 0.2 (i.e.,

), the slope of phase versus frequency is negative
and the phase errors produced by and tend to cancel
each other. In this condition, the phase accuracy is better at the
input nodes of the coupled resonators rather than at the outputs.
Instead, when (i.e., ), the slope becomes pos-
itive and the two contributions to phase error add together and
the I&Q accuracy degrades.

The analysis leads to conclude that the value of signifi-
cantly affects the oscillator’s performances in terms of start-up
condition, phase noise, and phase error. In our design,
and optimum is searched in the range of 0.12–0.2 in order to
minimize phase noise without compromising the start-up con-
dition significantly. This means selecting the resonator’s inputs
as quadrature phase outputs of the VCO in order to minimize
phase error.

C. Design, Implementation, and Experiments

Resonators can be coupled both in magnetic and capacitive
fashion. Four separate inductors are needed to implement the
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Fig. 7. � phase response for magnetically coupled resonator versus fre-
quency for different � values.

Fig. 8. Low-� transformer: 3-D view and simplified lumped model.

oscillator when capacitive coupling is selected [26], and two
transformers with a VCO area savings of 2 in the magnetic
alternative. We have thus preferred the magnetic coupling ap-
proach in order to simplify signal routing and save silicon area.
Fig. 8 shows a 3-D view and a simple lumped model of the im-
plemented transformer. The two inter-leaved windings realizing
comparable inductances are closely spaced, resulting in a cou-
pling coefficient close to 1. On the other hand, the design
for optimum performances mandates rather mild coefficients,
of the order of 1–2 tenths for resonators’ values around 5,
as is the case in mm-wave ICs. For this reason, the shielding
metal structure closed in a loop and shown in gray in the figure
is introduced with the purpose of reducing the equivalent cou-
pling coefficient between internal and external inductors. In-
tuitively, a current in induces a current in with opposite
sign. The magnetic fields induced on the internal inductor by the
external one and by the shielding structure tend to cancel each
other reducing the equivalent coupling coefficient between

and . An approximate expression for can be derived
inspecting for in the simplified lumped
model reported in Fig. 8, assuming .

The voltage across the internal inductor can be written as

(14)

and considering that the shielding inductor is shorted

(15)

Fig. 9. (a) Low-� transformer: simulated inductance and quality factor values
versus frequency for the internal (black lines) and the external (grey lines)
winding. (b) Simulated equivalent coupling coefficient � for the transformer.

Equations (14) and (15) leads to

(16)

Consequently, the equivalent coupling coefficient can be ex-
pressed as . The two turns shield embeds the
secondary winding in order to maximize and reducing to
the desired value of 0.15. Accurate electromagnetic simula-
tions as a function of frequency have been performed with the
results reported in Fig. 9: (a) inductance and quality factor of
the two inductors and (b) . The internal inductance is 98 pH
with a of 19, while the external one is 113 pH with a of 15.
The shielding structure reduces the inductance and slightly
lowers its , which would be equal to 18 without the shield. The
former makes it easier to realize the two windings with com-
parable inductance, while the latter potentially degrades oscil-
lator performance. However, because AMOS varactors present
a quality factor around 7 at 60 GHz, the reduction has only
a minor effect on the overall tank’s losses, i.e., on the oscillator
performances.

Fig. 10 shows the complete schematic of the QVCO. Three
digitally controlled varactors tune each LC tank in eight dif-
ferent bands and the AMOS varactor performs analog control
within the band. Since varactors are responsible for conversion
of noise into phase noise, the circuit is biased by means
of digitally controlled resistors to minimize noise
sources. Biasing resistors have been placed between supply
voltage and transformers’ center taps, as shown in the figure,
in order to bias the output nodes around and explore the
tuning characteristic of the AMOS varactors in its region of
steepest variation.

Transconductors have been oversized to an aspect ratio of
30 m/65 nm in order to assure a wide margin for oscillation
start-up because we were not confident on device and passive
component models. The price is a limited tuning range in this
prototype. Active devices work in a pseudodifferential way,
increasing the risk of common mode oscillations. In fact, the
Barkhausen condition on the phase holds true provided the
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Fig. 10. Complete schematic of the realized quadrature VCO.

coupled resonators result in a phase shift of 90 , but also 0 or
180 . The latter two cases lead to common mode oscillations
and are to be avoided. Fig. 11(a) shows the equivalent circuit for
common mode inspection where resistors are highlighted.
Intuitively, drastically reduces the resonator quality factor
under common mode excitation while the loop gain is not
affected when a differential signal propagates. Due to the

effect, losses due to the finite quality factor of passive
components are negligible and are not taken into account in
the following analysis. In order to derive the loop gain when
common mode oscillations propagate, it is helpful to notice that

and are in-phase when the resonator’s phase shift is
180 and out of phase when the shift is 0 . As a consequence,

and or and and
the circuit of Fig. 11(a) can be simplified as shown in Fig. 11(b)
using a single mutual inductance with sign dependent on which
common mode propagates. The loop gain is derived as (17),
shown at the bottom of this page. As expected, two solutions
emerge depending on the sign of . Solving
leads to the common mode oscillation frequencies

(18)

where the plus sign applies when the coupled resonators phase
shift is 0 , while the minus sign when the phase shift is 180 . By
means of (17) and (18), the loop gain at the oscillation frequency
can be approximated as

(19)

In this design, for . In order to
prevent common mode oscillations in this circuit, .
The simulated minimum oscillation amplitude is 300 m
single-ended.

Fig. 11. (a) Common mode equivalent circuit for the quadrature oscillator.
(b) Simplified equivalent circuit.

The quadrature oscillator of Fig. 10 has been realized in a
standard 65-nm CMOS bulk node from STMicroelectronics,
featuring seven Cu metal layers plus an Al metal cover layer.
Supply voltage is 1 V and general-purpose transistors have been
used. The chip micrograph is reported in Fig. 12. The VCO oc-
cupies an area of 0.075 mm and draws 22 mA. The oscillator
output signals can be tested directly at 60 GHz or down-con-
verted to a lower frequency by means of a quadrature mixer
driven by an external frequency reference to better determine the
phase accuracy. The mixer used for testing purposes and based
on a conventional Gilbert cell is not discussed in further details
here. The VCO can be tuned between 56–60.4 GHz, in eight
bands 500 MHz wide. The 7.6% tuning range is mainly due to
transistor oversizing to assure start-up with wide margin. From
our estimations, halving the device dimensions would double

(17)
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Fig. 12. QVCO chip photomicrograph.

the frequency tuning range, i.e., covering the application band-
width, while still assuring a safe oscillation start-up. The AMOS
control voltage is varied between 0–1.2 V. The analog tuning al-
lows 500-MHz overlap between different bands.

Fig. 13(a) shows measured phase noise for a 58.6-GHz tone:
corner frequency is less than 1 MHz, demonstrating a very low
conversion of noise into phase noise and the spot value at
10-MHz offset from carrier is 117 dBc/Hz. Phase noise values
at 1-MHz offset from the carrier within the entire tuning range
are reported in Fig. 13(b), revealing a maximum variation of
2 dB. Phase accuracy measurements are summarized in Fig. 14
where a scope screen-shot with quadrature signals down-con-
verted at 200 MHz is reported. The same measurement repeated
at different VCO frequencies reveals a phase error always 1.5
and an amplitude mismatch 1 dB. The oscillator performances
are summarized in Table I and compared with state-of-the-art
mm-wave QVCO. The phase-noise FOM, defined as

mW ,
ranges from 177 to 179 dBc/Hz (worst and best cases
in band, respectively) when calculated at 1-MHz offset from
the carrier, the best published to the authors’ knowledge. The
presented oscillator also shows good performances in terms of
phase accuracy and occupies a relatively small area.

III. FREQUENCY DIVIDER BASED ON DYNAMIC LATCHES

A key block of a mm-wave synthesizer is the first divider, re-
quired to cover a relatively wideband in order to compensate
spreads due to process variations, save area, and power con-
sumption, usually contrasting needs. In this section, we intro-
duce clocked differential pairs, alternative to traditional static
CML latches as building blocks of frequency dividers proving
high frequency of operation, wide band, low power, and low
area.

A. Divider Description

Fig. 15(a) shows the schematic of a CML latch and the cor-
responding voltage waveforms in the read and hold modes. In

Fig. 13. (a) Measured phase noise for a 58.6-GHz output frequency. (b) Phase
noise values at a 1-MHz offset from the carrier within the tuning range.

Fig. 14. VCO quadrature output signals down-converted to 200 MHz.

TABLE I
QVCO PERFORMANCES SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART

the read phase, when the tail signal ( ) is high, the differential
pair senses the input while, in the hold mode, when is low, the
cross-coupledpairstores thesampleddata indefinitely. If thelatch
is used in a mm-wave frequency divider, the output of each latch
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Fig. 15. (a) Traditional static CML latch and (b) proposed dynamic CML latch
with a sample read and hold cycle. Initial conditions at time � : input is low
�� � ���, output is low �� � ���, � switches from 0 to 1.

would be refreshed every period of the input signal. This observa-
tion leads to conclude that the cross-coupled pair could be eventu-
ally removed, since the output state can be momentarily stored in
theloadingparasiticcapacitors,asusual indynamiclogiccircuits.
The corresponding schematic of the latch is modified as shown in
Fig. 15(b), where signal waveforms in the read and hold phases
are also reported. As expected, parasitic capacitors tend to dis-
charge through load resistors during the hold phase. When used
for frequency division, this mandates a minimum refresh rate of
the output, i.e., a lower bound for the input signal frequency, but
theremovalof thecross-coupledtransistorspairprovidesremark-
able benefits halving input and output parasitic capacitances, in-
creasing the maximum operating frequency at the same time re-
ducing the average power consumption.

Four latches properly closed in a feedback loop and driven by
complementary signals, as shown at the top of Fig. 16, realize a
mm-wavefrequencydividerby4.Togaininsightintothebehavior
of thedividerandderiveguidelines foroptimization, the inputand
output differential waveforms ofone latch in periodic steady state
are reported in Fig. 16. A 60-GHz square-wave input clock is as-
sumed for clarity, but the behavior with a sinusoidal input is qual-
itatively the same. To simplify waveforms inspection, the square
waves produced by ideal static latches are also reported. The op-
eration of the latch in the divider can be described dividing the
period of the output signal in eight distinct time slots. Operations
in are the same, but with complementary voltages.
Before , the output is low. During , when the clock is high,
the latch samples the input and the output differential signal tends
asymptotically to ( and being the load resistanceand
bias current, respectively). During , Ck is low, the latch enters
the hold mode, and the output evolves toward zero.The logic state
ismaintainedprovided thesignaldoesnot fallbelow ,
theminimumvoltage toswitch thebiasingcurrentof thecascaded
pair. is the overdrive voltage of in Fig. 15(b). During

, where the clock is high and the latch samples the input, still
in the high state, the output is refreshed. During , the latch is
in hold mode again.

A correct divider operation mandates the output signal
crossing during rise transient in , while not falling
below in the hold mode. The following key dependences

Fig. 16. Block diagram of the proposed divider by 4 based on dynamic CML
latches (top);differential inputandoutputwaveforms ofa latch in periodicsteady-
state assuming a square wave 60-GHz input clock (bottom).

Fig. 17. Maximum operating frequency and locking range versus differential
pair width for the dynamic latch in the inset.

emerge: a small - time constant is required to maximize
operating frequency while large voltage swing and low
are desirable to achieve wide bandwidth. Larger voltage swing
requires larger current, i.e., power consumption. For given
biasing current, increasing transistors width reduces , but
increases the parasitic capacitance limiting the maximum
operating frequency. Width selection of the differential pair
therefore sets a tradeoff between maximum frequency and
bandwidth. To gain insight, Fig. 17 shows the results of simula-
tions performed taking into account post-layout parasitics. The
latch schematic with device dimensions is shown in the inset.
Load resistances and size of the tail transistor do not change,
in this way keeping the average power consumption roughly
constant. Average current consumption for each latch is 1.6 mA
while simulated differential voltage swing is 470-mV 0-pk.
Maximum frequency of operation is 80 GHz with a fractional
bandwidth of 14% achieved with a transistor width of 6 m.
At the other extreme, a fractional bandwidth as large as 22% is
achieved for a transistor width of 14 m, for which operating
frequency is 50 GHz. In this design, we have selected 8 m
width, as an optimum compromise, allowing a bandwidth
around 20% close to the maximum achievable, and with a
maximum input frequency of 70 GHz.
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Fig. 18. Simulated sensitivity curves for the divider by 4 based on dynamic
(solid) and static (dashed) CML latches.

Fig. 19. Comparison of simulated differential waveforms, normalized to the
same frequency, for the dynamic (dark grey) and static (light grey) CML di-
viders.

It is interesting to compare the performance of the dynamic
divider against a solution made of static latches. The simulated
sensitivity curves for the two circuits are shown in Fig. 18.
Schematics of the corresponding latches with component sizes
are reported in the insets of the figure. In order to establish a fair
comparison, we assumed for the static latches the same load re-
sistances of the dynamic latches, but half the width for all tran-
sistors. Notice that in this way the average power consumption
and the RC time constant of the load are the same for the two
circuits. The dynamic version of the divider approximately dou-
bles the maximum operating frequency. To gain insight, Fig. 19
shows the simulated waveforms for the two circuits with a nor-
malized time scale so that rise and fall edges for the two latches
are aligned even if working at different frequencies. By inspec-
tion of the two waveforms, the higher speed of the dynamic di-
vider is due to a twofold reason, which is: 1) the current of the
dynamic latches in the read mode, when commutating the out-
puts, is twice that of the static latch leading to a faster capaci-
tance charge-discharge and 2) the self-discharge of the output,
during the second hold phase of each semiperiod, allows a faster
commutation in the following read phase.

B. Test Chip Design and Experimental Results

A prototype of the frequency divider has been realized in
a 65-nm CMOS technology provided by STMicroelectronics.
The final schematic of the integrated dynamic latch is shown in

Fig. 20. Schematic of the dynamic CML latch.

Fig. 21. Divider chip micrograph.

Fig. 22. Self-oscillation frequency of the divider versus biasing of pMOS de-
vices.

Fig. 20. The load resistors have been realized as pMOS transis-
tors biased in the triode region. The bias voltage of the pMOS
sets the equivalent load resistance and allows tuning the oper-
ating center frequency. The divider is followed by a three-stage
buffer driving the 50- impedance presented by the measure-
ment setup, while the differential input signals are generated by
an on-chip transformer made of two concentric spirals of 80- m
average diameter. A photomicrograph of the test-chip is shown
in Fig. 21. Without the input signal, if the tail transistors of each
latch are properly biased, the circuit behaves like a ring oscil-
lator. Its self-oscillation frequency can be tuned, changing the
bias voltage of the pmos. The measured tuning curve is shown in
Fig. 22 showing a free-run frequency tunable from 5 to 18 GHz.

Fig. 23 shows the measured sensitivity curves at different
values of the pMOS bias voltage. The input operating frequency
spans from 20 to 70 GHz. With an estimated input signal power
of 0 dBm, the operating fractional bandwidth of the divider,
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Fig. 23. Measured sensitivity curves and power consumption for different�
bias voltages.

Fig. 24. Phase noise measured at divider’s input (top) and output (bottom).

for each value of the pMOS bias voltage, varies from a min-
imum of 10% to a maximum of 17%. The power consumption is
roughly linear with the input frequency, and spans from 1.7 mW
at 20 GHz to 6.4 mW at 70 GHz.

The phase noise measured at the input and output of the di-
vider when driven by a commercial low-noise mm-wave source
(Agilent E8257D) is shown in Fig. 24. The approximately
12-dB difference demonstrates a negligible noise degradation
introduced by the divider by 4, considering each division by 2
introduces a 6-dB phase noise reduction. The plot is significant
up to 7-MHz frequency offset from the carrier where the

140-dBm/Hz noise floor of the spectrum analyzer inhibits
resolution of the phase noise of the device-under-test.

The experimental results are summarized in Table II and com-
pared against recently reported mm-wave injection locked di-
viders, all with division factors larger than 2. The proposed tech-
nique leads to the highest operating frequency without the use
of inductors, the largest input frequency range, with the widest
fractional bandwidth in each sub-band. Silicon area is also the
smallest reported to date.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ultra-scaled CMOS nodes open up to mm-wave integrated
systems. Building blocks up to complete transceivers have
been presented in the literature in recent years, but still few key
functions available at RF are lacking at mm waves: low-noise

TABLE II
DIVIDER PERFORMANCES SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

WITH STATE OF THE ART

Fig. 25. Noise sources in a single stage of the double-stage ring VCO.

quadrature generators and wideband frequency dividers. This
paper has described the design of building blocks implementing
the two functions. Measured performances of prototypes re-
alized in 65-nm CMOS demonstrate the QVCO is suitable
for direct conversion solutions, enabling compact low-power
phased-array systems, while the divider’s operating range is
wide enough to compensate spreads due to process variation
still featuring low power and area.

APPENDIX A

This appendix derives equations for the effective phase noise
produced by each noise source in the oscillator.

Referring to Fig. 2, half of the ring VCO can be drawn
as shown in Fig. 25, where the noise sources in the circuit

are represented by noisy current generators at
node . The following analysis has been carried out in the
general case . Being the noise currents injected
into the same node of the circuit, the same can be used to
calculate each in (9) [22]. The ISF associated with the
current noise generators reported in parallel to the first LC tank
of the coupled resonators is, with very good approximation,
a sinusoid in quadrature with the voltage , as verified by
simulations, and with a magnitude inversely proportional to the
number of LC resonators in the tank [23]

(A1)

where for the quadrature VCO based on coupled res-
onators.
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Fig. 26. Phase shift along the ring when the coupled resonators are not
matched.

The phase-noise contribution coming from can be easily
calculated by means of (9) and (A1) as

(A2)

Since the noise power generated by is reported to trans-
former’s input terminals scaled by the factor , the
phase-noise contribution of follows from (A2) and is given
by

(A3)

Finally, we calculate the effective noise produced by the active
components. Referring to Fig. 25, we can, therefore, write

(A4)

where is equal to . Since the noise current spectral density
due to the thermal noise in the device channel , gener-
ated by the transistor current is proportional to the de-
vice trans-conductance, we have

(A5)

As is periodic, it can be expanded in Fourier series as

(A6)

Assuming now only depends on , we can eval-
uate as

(A7)

The effective noise generated by the cell becomes, according
to (9) and (A7),

(A8)

where, solving the integral as shown in [27], (A8) reduces to

(A9)

APPENDIX B

We derive equations for the phase error produced by passive
components’ mismatches in the quadrature VCO.

Replacing , near the center frequency (3)–(5), can
be approximated as

(B1)

The transimpedance in (6) can be rewritten based on
(B1) as

(B2)
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In presence of mismatches, the two resonators have different
resonance frequencies, and , defined as

(B3)

so that

(B4)

The oscillation frequency can be derived solving the following
equation:

(B5)

leading to

(B6)

Replacing (B6) in (B4), and can be written as

(B7)

Referring to Fig. 26,

(B8)

follows and is reported in (12).
Determining is more involved. Referring to (A2)

again and without loss of generality, let us assume as zero phase
reference the input of the first stage in the ring. The phase of
the first resonator input voltage is shown and represents the
additional phase shift due to components’ mismatches. Instead,
at the output of the first coupled resonators, the phase error is
taken into account by , with expression calculated in (12).
The current injected into the second resonator is affected by
the phase shift , and consequently, the phase of the second
resonator input voltage is a function of both and . The phase
error when the VCO signals are probed at the input of each
coupled resonators can be derived as

(B9)

where and represent the phase response when the
resonators are perfectly matched, i.e., and .
As , the phase error is

(B10)

Considering that can be approximated near as

(B11)

follows and is reported in (13).
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